
Brains in Gear
In the back of your book, guess the answers to these questions:

1. How old do you think Mary Queen of Scots was when she 
became queen of Scotland?

2. How old do you think Mary Queen of Scots was when she 
became engaged to be married to the Prince of France?

3. How old do you think Mary was when she got married?

EXTENSION: What is the best age to get married at? Why?

6 days old

6 months old

15 years old



What happened to 
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Learning Outcomes:

-Describe Mary’s life in Scotland.
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Key Words:
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Mary was Queen Regent of Scotland 
between 1542 and 1587

She was also queen of France for nearly 2 
years

She was crowned queen when she was 9 
months old (9 September 1543 coronation)!

Mary was a devout CATHOLIC

She claimed that SHE was the heir to 
Elizabeth’s throne

Many English Catholics wanted her to be 
Queen of England instead of ElizabethPens down and listen!

You are going to be completing a task to show your 
understanding of Mary Queen of Scots!

Regent a person appointed to administer a state 
because the monarch is a child or is absent or 

unable to rule.



Mary’s marriages caused many issues in her 
life. 

Most notably was her marriage to her half-
cousin, Henry Stuart, Lord Darnley.

In February 1567, Darley was found 
murdered in his garden. James Hepburn was 

generally believed to have arranged Darnley's 
death, but he was cleared of the charge in 

April 1567, and the following month he 
married Mary. 

Following a rebellion against the couple, Mary 
was imprisoned in Loch Leven Castle. 

On 24 July 1567, she was forced to step down 
as Queen in favour of her one-year-old son. 
After an unsuccessful attempt to regain the 

throne, she fled to England seeking the 
protection of her first cousin once removed, 

Queen Elizabeth I of England.

Pens down and listen!

You are going to be completing a task to show your 
understanding of Mary Queen of Scots!



Because she wanted the English throne, 
Elizabeth had Mary imprisoned for 19 years.

Mary spent that time plotting against Elizabeth 
with the help of Catholics from England and 

Spain.

But her letters from Spain were intercepted and 
read by Queen Elizabeth’s men.

Pens down and listen!

You are going to be completing a task to show your 
understanding of Mary Queen of Scots!

Discuss: 
Why might the Catholics in England support Mary 
Queen of Scots? What had Elizabeth been doing in 

England?



For this act of treason, 
Elizabeth had Mary executed.

Pens down and listen!

You are going to be completing a task to show your 
understanding of Mary Queen of Scots!



Phillip II of Spain wanted 
England to be under 

Catholic control.

The execution of Mary, a 
Royal Catholic made 
Phillip of Spain VERY 

ANGRY and he decided to 
speed up his plans to 

invade England with his 
armada.

Pens down and listen!

You are going to be completing a task to show your 
understanding of Mary Queen of Scots!



Elizabeth I vs. Mary Queen of Scots 
Missing Words

Mary Stewart, also known as mary Queen of _______ was a devout __________ and claimed that the _________ 
throne was hers.  Many Catholics in england agreed with her.
King _______ of Spain was also a devowt Catholic and wanted to ______ Mary become ________ of England.  
Mary wrote _________ to influenshal Catholics in Engerland to ask them to plot the ________ of Elizabeth.
Catholics wanted to get rid of ___________ because she made changes to the ________ in England.  These 
changes included making sure that __________ were in english instead of _______ and that there were not as 
many fancy _____________ in the cathedral’s.
Elizabeth also made it ok for _________ to get _________ and she made herself Supreme __________ of the 
church.  She basickally turned England __________ just like her farther, King _______ VIII, but she did allow 
catholics to _________ in private and did not _______ them like Mary did with the protestants.

SCOTS PRIESTS MARRIED HENRY
PROTESTANT CATHOLIC ENGLISH LETTERS
ELIZABETH MURDER PHILLIP CHURCH

SERVICES BURN DECORATIONS HELP
QUEEN LATIN GOVERNOR WORSHIP

Fill in the missing words. 

Challenge: How many SPELLING 
and GRAMMAR mistakes can you 

find?
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Create a story board of Mary Queen of Scots life.

You must include:
- Her childhood
- Her religion 
- Her link to Elizabeth I
- Why she fled Scotland

Challenge: Highlight which event was most important in her life. Explain why this was important in your 
book.

Super challenge: What does the story of Mary tell you about Elizabeth I? Create a judgement on 
Elizabeth I using your prior knowledge and this lesson to help you.
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Key word bingo 

Regent Catholic Treason

Phillip II Elizabeth I Mary 

Protestant Plot Loch Leven









Mary Queen of Scots 
and Elizabeth I were 
cousins. 
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